
Accelerating Mean Time to Failure ComputationsPhilip HeidelbergerIBM Thomas J. Watson Research CenterP.O. Box 704Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, USAberger@watson.ibm.com Jogesh K. MuppalaDept. of Computer ScienceUniversity of Science and TechnologyClear Water BayKowloon, Hong Kongmuppala@cs.ust.hkKishor S. TrivediCenter for Adv. Comp. & Comm.,Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering,Duke University,Durham, NC 27708-0291, USAkst@ee.duke.eduMarch 18, 1996AbstractIn this paper we consider the problem of numerical computation of the mean time to failure(MTTF) in Markovian dependability and/or performance models. The problem can be cast asa system of linear equations which is solved using an iterative method preserving sparsity of theMarkov chain matrix. For highly dependable systems, system failure is a rare event and theabove system solution can take an extremely large number of iterations. We propose to solve theproblem by dividing the computation in two parts. First, by making some of the high probabilitystates absorbing, we compute the MTTF of the modi�ed Markov chain. In a subsequent step,by solving another system of linear equations, we are able to compute the MTTF of the originalmodel. We prove that for a class of highly dependable systems, the resulting method can speedup computation of the MTTF by orders of magnitude. Experimental results supporting thisclaim are presented. We also obtain bounds on the convergence rate for computing the meanentrance time of a rare set of states in a class of queueing models.1 IntroductionThis paper is concerned with numerical algorithms that accelerate the speed of computing the meantime to (�rst) failure (MTTF) in Markovian models of system dependability. Our motivation forstudying this problem arose from the slow convergence rates we observed in computing the MTTFusing the standard algorithms implemented in SAVE (System AVailability Estimator) [11, 12] andother packages (e.g., SPNP [6]). For example, consider a simple machine repairman model with onerepairman, three types of components, and 3 components of each type. The system is consideredoperational if there is at least one operational component of each type, otherwise it is failed.1



The Markov chain corresponding to this model has only 64 states, yet the iterative methodused to compute the MTTF was very slow to converge. When the repair rate is �xed (at � = 1:0)while the failure rate, �, of each component decreases, the number of iterations and CPU timerequired to obtain a �xed precision grows dramatically. For example, when � = 0:005 the methodrequired 1,680 iterations and took 0.46 seconds on an IBM RS/6000 workstation. However, when� was decreased by one order of magnitude to 0.0005, the computational requirements increasedby about three orders of magnitude to 1.8 million iterations and 468 seconds. By re-writing theMTTF as a ratio (see Equation 10), we are able to solve a slightly di�erent set of equations thathas much better convergence properties. In the above example, the improved method took only20 iterations (the minimum possible in SAVE) and less than 0.03 seconds of CPU time for both� = 0:005 and � = 0:0005, an improvement of almost six orders of magnitude for the latter case.The ratio formula for the MTTF has been also used in [16] for proving limit laws for rare events inregenerative systems and in [20, 21] as the basis for e�ective simulation estimates for the MTTFusing importance sampling.In this paper, we prove that for regenerative systems, the method based on the ratio formulaalways converges faster than the standard method. In addition, we prove that the convergence ratefor numerically computing the MTTF using the ratio formula actually improves for \SAVE-like"[20] systems as component failure rates approach zero, whereas the convergence rate degrades usingthe standard algorithm. For SAVE-like systems, the improved convergence can be attributed to theexistence of a single state (the \all components operational" state) which dominates the steady-state distribution of the Markov chain. We call this basic algorithm the single state method. Forother systems, there may not be such a dominating state. For those systems, we generalize theratio formula to a matrix version involving multiple states. This generalization is guaranteed toimprove the convergence rate, however, there is a trade-o� since now multiple sets of equationsmust be solved; one for each state. We investigate this trade-o� numerically. Our methods alsoapply to the computation of the derivative of the MTTF with respect to some input parameter.Similar computational savings are realized for such derivatives.The single state method was implemented in SAVE in 1993 and Carrasco, Calder�on and Escrib�a[2] have also empirically observed improvements by incorporating the single state method within abounding technique. The multiple state method has been implemented in the Stochastic Petri NetPackage (SPNP) [6].2 Notation and TerminologyWe assume that the system behavior can be represented by a homogenous �nite-state continuoustime Markov chain (CTMC) Z = fZ(t); t � 0g with state space 
. We note that states of a CTMCwill most often be vectors. However, the discrete state space of a CTMC can always be mappedinto positive integers. Without loss of generality, we will therefore assume that the state space
 = f1; 2; : : : ;Mg, where M is the number of states in the CTMC. The in�nitesimal generatormatrix is given by Q = [Q(i; j)] where Q(i; j); (i 6= j), represents the transition rate from state i tostate j and the diagonal elements Q(i; i) = �Q(i) = �Pj 6=i Q(i; j). Furthermore, h(i) = 1=Q(i) isthe mean holding time in state i, and h = [h(i)]. We will assume that the CTMC Z is irreducibleand since it is �nite, all its states are positive recurrent.Given the CTMC Z, we can construct the embedded DTMC X = fX(n); n � 0g withthe corresponding transition probability matrix P = [P (i; j)] where P (i; i) = 0, and P (i; j) =2



Q(i; j)=Q(i) for j 6= i. Since Q is irreducible, P will also be irreducible.Given a matrix M = [M(i; j)] where i; j 2 
, and a set S, let SM denote the \taboo probabili-ties" [5] corresponding to taboo set S, i.e., SM(i; j) =M(i; j) for j =2 S and SM(i; j) = 0 for j 2 S.Let M0 denote the transpose of M and let �(M) denote the spectral radius of M. Since a DTMCmatrix is nonnegative, its spectral radius always corresponds to a positive real eigenvalue [14]. Fora random variable Y de�ned over the state space of the CTMC, Ei[Y ] denotes the expectation ofY given that the starting state is i. For any set of states S � 
, let TS denote the �rst hittingtime for the set S, that is, the time at which the CTMC �rst enters a state in the set S. We shallbe interested in computing Ei[TS] for di�erent starting states i and subsets S; it is well known [5]that sets of linear equations can be solved to compute Ei[TS ]:Ei[TS] = h(i) +Xj 62S P (i; j)Ej[TS] i =2 S (1)For i 2 S, we de�ne Ei[TS ] = 0. Letting t(i) = Ei[TS], then in matrix form we have,t = h+ SP t: (2)Here vectors t and h are column vectors; their transposes will be respectively denoted by t0 and h0.As an alternative to Equation 2, we can solve a related set of equations to �nd v(j) = theexpected number of visits to state j before entering set S for a given, �xed, initial probabilityvector p0 : v(j) = 8><>: p0(j) j 2 Sp0(j) +Pi6=j v(i)P (i; j) j =2 S (3)which, in matrix notation, is v0 = p00 + v0 SPv = p0 + SP0v: (4)In the special case of a �xed starting state i, p0(i) = 1 andEi[TS ] =Xj v(j)h(j): (5)Similarly, the probability of absorption to state j given p0(i) = 1 is given byH(i; j) = PfZ(TS) = jjZ(0) = ig =Xk v(k)P (k; j): (6)Equation (3) also has CTMC counterpart [17]:�(j)Q(j) = p0(j) +Xi6=j �(i)Q(i; j); j 62 S (7)and �(j) = 0, if j 2 S. Here �(j) is the amount of time spent by the CTMC in state j untilabsorption.Either Equation 2 or 4 is suitable for solution via matrix iterative methods (see [23]) whichpreserve sparsity. Assuming P is irreducible, then either Jacobi's method or Gauss-Seidel iteration3



applied to Equation 2 is guaranteed to converge, with Gauss-Seidel converging faster (Theorem9.20 of [18]). The convergence of these algorithms depends on whether or not the spectral radii,say �J and �G of their respective iteration matrices are less than one. It is known that �G =�2J . Successive over-relaxation (SOR) with a properly chosen parameter can further accelerateconvergence, although computing bounds on SOR's iteration matrix is di�cult. Thus, in this paper,we will usually derive bounds on �J . Our numerical examples do use SOR, when appropriate.For some power k of SPk will have a maximum row sum, a(k; S), strictly less than one, whichserves as an upper bound on the spectral radius �(SPk). Thus the asymptotic convergence rate isbounded by a(k; S)1=k, i.e., the error after n iterations is bounded by a constant times a(k; S)n=k.Furthermore, since �(SP) = �(SP0), the convergence rates of iterative schemes applied to Equations2 or 4 will be the same. We will usually �nd it more convenient to use Equations of the form 4.3 Standard Computation of the MTTF for Highly DependableSystemsWe assume that the state space 
 can be partitioned into two subsets: 
 = O [ F , where Orepresents the set of up states in the system, i.e., the set of states in which the system is operational,and F represents the set of failed states. We further assume that the system starts out in the statein which all components are operational, and we label this state as 1. In particular, we are interestedin E1[TF ], the �rst entrance time into the subset F of failed states, or the MTTF. Setting S = Fin Equation 2 yields a direct set of equations for computing the MTTF. However, for SAVE-likesystems, we will show that convergence is very slow: the spectral radius approaches one as thefailure rates approach zero.Following [20] we �rst de�ne SAVE-like systems as follows:1. There are n components that can fail and be repaired. The maximum rate of any failuretransition is �, and failure transitions can cause multiple components to fail simultaneously.2. At least one repair transition emanates from a state with at least one failed component. Therate of all repair transitions is bounded below by a positive constant �.3. The CTMC with the generator matrix Q is irreducible (and thus positive recurrent).4. In addition to the assumptions in [20], we assume there is not a direct transition from thestate 1 to any state in F .We assume that the system is characterized by a \rarity parameter" � and let P(�) denotethe transition probability matrix of the corresponding embedded DTMC. We will assume thatlim�!0P(�) = R. R is a transition probability matrix. Thus we also have lim�!0 FP(�) = FR.By the above assumptions, in particular since there are no direct transitions from 1 into F ,Pj2O FR(i; j) = 1 for all i 2 O, i.e., FR is a transition probability matrix when restricted tooperational states. Let C denote the set of states that state 1 communicates with (under matrixFR). Because of the above assumptions, C forms an irreducible class that includes 1 and somesubset of the operational states; C contains only those states reachable from 1 (C1) and statesalong repair paths back to 1 from states in C1. We will further assume that the limiting DTMC isaperiodic on C, and thus it has a steady state solution �(C). Extending this solution to all of 
4



by setting �(i) = 0 for i 62 C, we thus have �0FR = �0, i.e., FR has an eigenvalue equal to one (andleft eigenvector �0). Thus, since eigenvalues of a matrix are continuous functions of its elements [7],there is an eigenvalue of FP(�) that approaches one as � ! 0. Since �(FP(�)) � 1, �(FP(�))! 1as �! 0. Thus the e�ciency of the standard method for computing the MTTF degrades as failurerates approach zero. This will be true whether equations of the form 2 or 4 are used.4 Accelerated Convergence for Computing the MTTFWe will use Dynkin's Formula (page 297 of [15]) as the basis for accelerating the the convergenceof the MTTF. Pick a subset of states A 2 O that includes 1 and let B = F [ A. We willthink of A as being a small, but probabilistically signi�cant, set. For convenience, we will denoteC = 
 � B. Then, for any state i 2 O, TB � TF . Note that TB = min(TA; TF ). Thus we canwrite TF = TB+(TF �TB)1fTB<TF g where 1fEg is the indicator of the set E. Applying the Markovproperty at time TB, we can write a special case of Dynkin's FormulaEi[TF ] = Ei[TB] +Xj2AH(i; j)Ej[TF ] i 2 A (8)where for i 2 O and j 2 A, H(i; j) = P [Z(TB) = jjZ(0) = i]. Let y(i) = Ei[TF ], i 2 O andt(i) = Ei[TB], i 2 O . We are seeking to compute the MTTF =y(1). Then we have the system ofequations y(i) = t(i) +Xj2AH(i; j)y(j) i 2 A: (9)If A = f1g, then Equation 9 can be reduced to the ratio formulaMTTF = E1[TF ] = E1[min(TF ; T1)]P1fTF < T1g : (10)Restricting Equation 9 to states i 2 A, we see that the MTTF, y(1) can be found by solving aset of jAj linear equations provided t(i) and H(i; j) are known for each i; j 2 A.The equations to compute t and H can be found in Section 2. Although we could work witheither Equations 2 or 4 we will �nd it advantageous to use the transposed form 4 (as the numberof sets of equations that need to be solved will be reduced by one set). Set S = A [ F . For eachi 2 A, obtain t(i) and H(i; j) by setting p0(i) = 1, solving Equation 4 and using Equations 5 and6. Thus in the method we solve1. jAj sets of equations of the form 4, and2. one set of equations of the form 9.Assuming jAj is small, most of the work is in step 1.As we add states to A, the rate of convergence of the iteration increases since if A � A0, thenA0P � AP (with strict inequality for at least one entry) and thus of �(A0P) < �(AP) . However,this increased convergence rate must be balanced against the cost of solving an extra set of linearequations for each state added to A. Although simple cost models can be derived to address thisquestion theoretically, these models involve unknown terms such as �(AP) and therefore may notbe of much practical use. 5



If jAj = 1, i.e., A = f1g, we will refer to the method as the single state method. The convergencerate of the single state method is always better than the original method. In this case, only onesystem of equations needs to be solved, just as in the the original method. So the work of the singlestate and original methods are the same, except for added work of computingH(1; 1) = P1(T1 < TF )in Equation 6; this extra work is only linear in the size of the state space and is thus negligiblecompared to the cost of applying iterative methods to solve Equation 4.The method as described above assumes that the initial probability vector of the Markov chainis concentrated on the single state 1. If this is not the case and we are interested in solvingEp0[TF ], where the subscript p0 indicates that the initial probability vector is given by and arbi-trary probability vector p0. Then jA+1j sets of equations of the form 4 need to be solved: one setcorresponding to p0, and an additional set with p0(i) = 1 for each state i 2 A. Thus, in this case,the single state method requires solving two sets of equations.4.1 Block Matrix Formulation of the MethodThe new method can also be derived from a block-matrix approach. To do this, let y(i) = Ei[TF ]as de�ned above, and let y = [y(i)] be the corresponding vector. Further, let D = C [A, where Cand A are de�ned in the previous section. Let PDD be the P matrix restricted to only those statesin D. Substituting y and PDD into Equation 2 we obtain:y = h+ PDDy (11)We can decompose PDD into its constituent blocks as follows:PDD = " PCC PCAPAC PAA # : (12)Substituting Equation 12 into Equation 11 we get:[yC jyA] = [hC jhA] + " PCC PCAPAC PAA # [yC jyA] (13)or alternately yC = hC +PCCyC + PCAyA (14)and yA = hA +PAAyA + PACyC (15)We can rewrite Equation 14 as:yC = (I�PCC)�1hC + (I�PCC)�1PCAyA (16)Substituting Equation 16 into Equation 15 we get:yA = (hA + PAC(I�PCC)�1hC) + (PAA + PAC(I� PCC)�1PCA)yA (17)Comparing Equation 17 to Equation 9, we note that,t = (hA + PAC(I�PCC)�1hC) (18)6



and H = (PAA + PAC(I� PCC)�1PCA) (19)where t = [t(i)] andH = [H(i; j)]. In the above expressionH is referred to as the Schur complement[8, 10] of PCC in PDD. This development is also used in [4] to relate conditional MTTF withthe unconditional one. Computing the visit counts using Equation 4 is equivalent to computingPAC(I � PCC)�1 in the above equations. Furthermore, Equations 18 and 19 are equivalent toEquations 5 and 6 respectively.4.2 Improved Convergence for SAVE-like SystemsIn this section, we show that the e�ciency of the single state method actually improves as compo-nent failure rates go to zero in a SAVE-like system. Let A = f1g and B = A [ F and let � denotethe maximum failure rate.Proposition 1 For a SAVE-like system de�ned by assumptions 1-4 of Section 3,lim�!0 �(BP(�)) = 0: (20)Proof: Consider the row sums of BP(�)k for some power k:Xj 62B P (�; i; j)k = PifTB > kg � PifT1 > kg: (21)Now, for any starting state i, there is a di such that if T1 > di, there must be at least one failuretransition in the �rst di transitions. Since the maximum failure rate is �, PifT1 > kg � ci� for anyk � di and some constant ci. Letting d = maxfdig and c = maxfcig, we have PifT1 > dg � c� forall i. Since �(BP(�)d) is less than the maximum row sum, �(BP(�)d) � c�. 2A similar, but algebraic, argument applied to a somewhat di�erent matrix was used in [20] toestablish the leading term (in powers of �) in the expansion for P1fTF < T1g.4.3 Convergence Rate for a Class of Queueing SystemsIn this section, we derive a bound on the convergence rate of the single state method for a classof queueing system models. We also show that, in the time that the single state method hasconverged, the error in Jacobi's method (with a bounded starting solution) grows arbitrarily largeas the MTTF increases. For Gauss-Seidel we show that the error after any �xed number of iterationsgrows arbitrarily large as the MTTF increases.We assume that the CTMC is positive recurrent on an in�nite state space and we consider asequence of problems indexed by n, which may be loosely thought of as the total queue length inthe system. Let On denote a �nite subset of \up (operational)" states and let Fn denote the set offailure states. Let 1 denote the initial state and set Bn = f1g[Fn. We are interested in computingE1[TFn ]. In contrast to the SAVE-like systems, here the rate matrix is �xed and the set of failurestates changes. We make the following assumptions:1. Ei[T1] � cn for all i 2 On and a constant c <1 .2. limn!1E1[TFn ]=n1+� =1 for some � > 0.7



These are reasonable assumptions in many situations. Assumption 1 says that the relaxationtime to return to 1 from any state in On is at most linear. This is true, for example, in stableJackson networks starting with initial queue lengths proportional to n, since such saturated queuessatisfy a uid limit [3] which tend to the origin. Assumption 2 sets a lower bound on the MTTF; inmany systems, the polynomial lower bound of Assumption 2 is too conservative. Often, the MTTFgrows exponentially, as it does in a tandem Jackson network of single server queues where TFn isthe �rst time that the total queue length reaches or exceeds n [9].Let tn(m; i) be the estimate of Ei[TFn] afterm iterations of Jacobi's method applied to Equation2 with starting values tn(0; i). We are interested in comparing tn(m; 1) with E1[TFn ]. Recall thath(i) is the mean holding time in state i.Proposition 2 Let mn = 1=n1+�.1. Under assumption 1 above, limn!1 �(BnPmn) = 0: (22)2. If h(i) � B and jtn(0; i)j � B <1 for all i 2 On, then under assumption 2limn!1 tn(mn; i)=Ei[TFn ] = 0: (23)Proof:To prove Part 1, Pifmin(TFn; T1) > mng � PifT1 > mng� Ei[T1]=mn � cn=mn ! 0 (24)by Assumption 1. However the left hand side of Equation 24 is the row sum of BnPmn . Since�(BnPmn) is less than the maximum row sum, this proves Part 1.To prove Part 2, note that after m iterations of Jacobi's method,tn(m) = m�1Xk=0 FnPkh+ FnPmtn(0) � B(m+ 1) (25)and the result follows by assumption 2. 2Part 1 of Proposition 2 states that to achieve a given accuracy, the single state method requiresonly slightly more than a linear (in n) number of iterations, regardless of how rare Fn is. Part 2states that by the time the single state method has converged, Jacobi's method hasn't even startedestimating the MTTF.Part 2 of Proposition 2 is not as strong as showing that �(FnPmn) ! 1. However, to provesuch a result appears to require more delicate arguments involving bounds on eigenvalues andeigenvectors associated with ever increasing state spaces, a topic beyond the scope of this paper.If we assume that limn!1 P1fTFn < T1g = 0, i.e., hitting Fn during a regenerative cycle startingat 1 is rare, then Keilson [16] shows that TFn=E1[TFn ] ) EXP (1) where ) denotes convergencein distribution and EXP (1) denotes an exponential random variable with mean 1. Combined withAssumption 2, this implies that P1fTFn=mn � 1g ! 1, or, for a given � and large enough n,P1fTFn � mng � (1� �): (26)8



While this suggests that �(FnPmn) ! 1, proving this using, say, spectral expansions requiresobtaining bounds on the eigenvectors which cannot be considered as constants since the size of thestate space is increasing. Equation 26 does show that the maximum row sum of FnPmn is close toone. Thus an upper bound on �(FnPmn) is greater than (1� �), but what we need is a lower bound.We close this section by considering the error of Gauss-Seidel iteration applied to the originalsystem of Equations t = h + FnPt. Let tn(m) be the solution after m iterations. Gauss-Seideliteration can be written in the formtn(m+ 1) = h+ Lntn(m+ 1) +Untn(m)= (I� Ln)�1 [h+Utn(m)] (27)where Ln is lower diagonal, Un is upper diagonal and Ln +Un =Fn P.Proposition 3 If1. Pfj:j<ig P (i; j) � � < 1 for all i 2 On,2. h(i) � B and jtn(0; i)j � B <1 for all i 2 On, and3. limn!1E1[TFn ] =1,then limn!1 tn(m; i)=E1[TFn ] = 0.Proof: Since (I� Ln)�1 = P1k=0 Lkn, assumption 1 of the proposition ensures that (I� Ln)�1 <1=(1 � �) (element-wise). Thus from the recursion in Equation 27, a simple induction argumentestablishes that jtn(m; i)j � (m+ 1)B(1� �)m (28)from which the result follows by letting n!1, keeping m �xed. 2Thus for any �nite number of iterations, the error in Gauss-Seidel increases as the MTTFincreases. However, the bound in Inequality 28 is rather crude and does not appear to yield usefulinsight if m increases along with n. Assumption 1 of this proposition merely states that, underthe ordering of states implicit in Gauss-Seidel, the probability of going to a higher numbered stateis bounded away from zero. This is reasonable in many queueing networks; for example if thetotal arrival rate is bounded away from zero and the total service rate is bounded from above by aconstant.4.4 Sensitivity AnalysisIt is frequently of interest to compute the sensitivity of output performance measures with respectto changes in input parameters, e.g., to compute the derivative of the MTTF with respect to acomponent failure rate [1]. Suppose the system is parameterized by � (say a failure rate), and wewish to compute @@�E1[TF ]. Di�erentiating Equation 2, we obtain@@� t = @@�h+S P � @@� t�+ � @@� SP� t= x+S P @@�t (29)9



where x = @@�h+� @@� SP� t. Thus, once x is computed (which involves solving Equation 2 for t anddi�erentiating h and SP), the equations for the derivatives have the same form as the equationsfor the MTTF, with the same matrix SP. Thus the same acceleration techniques can be appliedto computing the derivative of the MTTF and the same improvement in e�ciency is realized forSAVE-like systems.4.5 Multiple State HeuristicsSelecting the appropriate set of states to include in A is still an open problem. In our experience,we found that for SAVE-like systems where the system behavior is mainly dominated by a singlestate, the convergence obtained by using the single state in A is fast. Further improvement is rarelyobtained by adding more states to A. However, when no single state is dominating the steady-statedistribution, as we will see in some examples, addition of states to A yields faster convergence. Ingeneral, we found that adding those states to A which have the highest steady-state probabilitytends to yield faster convergence. (Such information is available provided the steady-state equationsare solved �rst. Since users are generally also interesting in steady-state behavior, this will often bethe case.) However, this gain in convergence is often o�set by the added time required for solvingmultiple sets of linear equations. In both the examples that we present in section 5.2, adding onestate to A reduces the computation time by an order of magnitude, but adding two states to A(i.e., jAj = 3) does not yield any better performance, than adding only one state.5 Numerical ResultsWe use either near-optimal successive over-relaxation (SOR) [6, 22] or Gauss-Seidel (GASE) [10]to solve the jAj systems of linear equations. For some problems, near-optimal SOR provides fasterconvergence than GASE, but for cases where GASE is faster, we have chosen to use GASE. To solvefor y in Equation 9 we implemented the Gaussian elimination method. We note that in generalthe H matrix tends to be dense, but the matrix is usually of small dimensions (jAj � jAj). In thiscase, it is bene�cial to solve this matrix using Gaussian elimination rather than using an iterativemethod.We test for convergence in the iterative methods by examining successive iterates. If xi is theiteration vector at the end of the ith iteration, then given a precision " to be attained, we checkif (maxj jxi(j) � xi�1(j)j=maxj jxi(j)j) < ". The iterative method exits when this condition issatis�ed.5.1 The Single State MethodAs the �rst example, we consider a machine repairman model of a system consisting of m compo-nents. The components su�er failure where the time to failure is exponentially distributed with rate�. A single repair person attends to the repair of the failed components, where the time to repairis exponentially distributed with rate �. The structure of the underlying CTMC is illustrated inFigure 1. (Note that we have deviated from our earlier notation and let m be the fully up staterather than state 1.) In this system, we consider the state with all components failed as the systemfailure state, and compute the mean time to (�rst) failure. While this model is simple, it servesto illustrate the gain in speed accrued by using the new method. We compare the performance of10
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Figure 2: CTMC of the machine repairman model with 2 stage Erlang failure distribution.
Parameters Original Method Single State Methodm � MTTF Iterations CPU Iterations CPU(States) Time Time2 0.1 2:21� 102 110 0.22 19 0.20(6) 0.01 2:02� 104 515 0.25 20 0.200.001 2:00� 106 3,930 0.38 20 0.200.0001 2:00� 108 43,651 2.18 20 0.204 0.1 8:29� 103 3,378 0.67 74 0.25(15) 0.05 1:18� 105 26,492 3.55 64 0.220.01 6:81� 107 1,731,956 218 69 0.29Table 2: Convergence properties for computing the MTTF in the machine repairman problem withErlang(2) failure distributions and m components of one type.12



method still produces signi�cant cost savings.As a third example, we extend the machine repairman model of Example 1 by considering threetypes of components, each type exhibiting behavior similar to the ones in Example 1. Furtherwe consider m components of each type. The system is considered operational as long as at leastone component of each type is operational. The initial state is the all components operationalstate. Thus states in which all components of any type are failed, are designated as system failurestates. The performance of both the original and the single-state method are shown in Table 3.In this table, � = 1:0 sec�1. All execution times shown in the table are in seconds, measuredParameters Original Method Single State Methodm � MTTF Iterations CPU Iterations CPU(States) Time Time2 0.001 1:67� 105 1738 0.38 5 0.28(27) 0.0001 1:67� 107 17,219 1.24 4 0.240.00001 1:67� 109 190,425 18.2 3 0.230.000001 1:67� 1011 1,391,088 131 3 0.273 0.01 5:14� 104 9,020 3.25 11 0.38(64) 0.005 4:27� 105 42,899 15.0 9 0.320.001 5:51� 107 769,035 248 6 0.350.0005 4:43� 108 2,456,708 774 5 0.34Table 3: Convergence properties for computing the MTTF in the machine repairman problem withthree types of components and m components of each type.on a SUN SPARC IPX workstation. We used the SPNP package and near-optimal SOR as theiterative solution method. In agreement with the theory for SAVE-like systems, the performanceof the original method degrades whereas the performance of the single state method improves asthe failure rates approach zero.As mentioned in Section 4.4, the method can also be applied to compute derivatives of theMTTF. In accordance with theory, we have observed similar savings for computing derivatives. Forexample, to compute the derivative of the MTTF with respect to � for the above model in Table 3with m = 3 and � = 0:0005 (the last row) required close to 2 million iterations and 528 seconds ofCPU time using the original method (not including the time to compute the MTTF). The singlestate method took 20 iterations and 0.04 seconds. These derivative results were obtained using theSAVE package running on an IBM RS/6000.Our fourth example is from the performance modeling domain. We consider a system consistingofN terminals connected to computing system consisting of multiple CPUs and multiple disks. Jobsare submitted from the terminals and they require some processing on a CPU and an access to adisk before completing execution. Upon completion of a job, the user at the terminal submits a newjob after some time has elapsed (the think time). We assume that the think time is exponentiallydistributed with mean 1=� seconds. The service rates of a CPU and a disk are �1 and �2 respectively.We assume that the system contains S CPUs and S disks respectively. This system is modeled bythe closed queueing network shown in Figure 3. The system starts with all the terminals in thethinking (free) state. For this system, we compute the mean time until there are no terminals in13
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nFigure 3: The closed queueing network model of the computer system.the thinking state. The performance of both the original and the single-state method are shownin Table 4. The results in this table were computed by setting S = 3, �1 = 10 sec�1 and �2 = 1Parameters Original Method Single State MethodN � MTTF Iterations CPU Iterations CPU(States) Time Time5 0.5 6:35� 101 2124 0.34 189 0.10(27) 0.2 3:11� 103 45,526 4.58 60 0.100.1 1:08� 105 701,450 69 32 0.1010 0.5 1:60� 102 7,525 2.51 2,047 0.79(77) 0.2 1:22� 105 2,306,330 723 202 0.240.1 7:96� 107 9,416,577 2,959 69 0.22Table 4: Convergence properties for computing the MTTF for the closed queueing system.sec�1. All execution times shown in the table are in seconds, measured on a SUN SPARC 1000workstation. We used the SPNP package and GASE as the iterative solution method. We againsee substantial improvements as � decreases, although this is not a \SAVE-like" system.A modi�cation of the above model has been studied in the context of rare event simulations[9, 19]. We consider an open tandem network with two single server queueing stations with servicerate �i at station i and arrival rate �. The rare event of interest is the total number of jobs in thesystem reaching or exceeding n. The initial state is the system empty state. This model satis�esthe assumptions of Proposition 2. For this model, with utilization �i = �=�i = 0:5 at each, wealso observe large improvements from using the single state method. For n = 5; 10; 15; and 20, theoriginal method takes 6.7, 52, 701, and 11,714, respectively, times as many iterations as the singlestate method. For example, with n = 20 the iteration counts are 404 and 4,732,462.The next example is the fault tolerant database system model adapted from [13]. The modelconsists of 2 sets each of replicated processors, and disk controllers, and six RAID disk arrays.Each disk array consists of four disks. The data on each disk are replicated, such that one third ofthe data resides on each of the other three disks in the disk array. The disk array can withstand14
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Figure 4: A block diagram of the database system.failure of one disk. The disk arrays are divided into two groups of 3 disk arrays each. Each group isconnected to one set of disk controllers. The database system is considered to be operational if allthe data is accessible to both the processor sets. This implies that the system is operational if atleast one processor in each processor set, one disk controller in each disk controller set and at leastthree disks in each disk array are operational. A processor su�ers failure at the rate �P . When theprocessor in one set fails, it has a small probability of p of causing an operating processor in theother set to fail. The disk controllers su�er failure at the rate �C , and a disk su�ers failure at therate �D respectively. Failed components are repaired at the rate � by a single repair person whoselects any one of the failed components with equal probability. This model does contain \failurepropagation", i.e., simultaneously failing components, so there are rather short paths to the failureset. The initial state has all components operational. We �rst compute the results for a balancedsystem [13] which consists of two processors per processor set, and two disk controllers per diskcontroller set. A balanced system is one in which each type of component has the same amount ofredundancy (i.e., the same number of components of a type must fail in order for the system to fail)and all components have failure rates of the same order of magnitude [13]. We assume �P = 1=2000per hour, �C = 1=2000 per hour, and �D = 1=6000 per hour, p = 0:01, and � = 1:0 per hour. TheCTMC had several hundred thousand states, with about 1000 non-failed states. The mean timeto failure was 2:5 � 105 hours. The original method required 4,628 iterations and 89.6 seconds,while the single state method converged in 6 iterations in 15.92 seconds. All times are measured ona SUN SPARC 1000 workstation using the SPNP package and near-optimal SOR as the iterativesolution method. These times include a constant time overhead used by SPNP in generating thelarge Markov state space from a stochastic Petri net description of the system behavior. Similarsavings were also observed in computing the derivative of the MTTF.15



We also consider an unbalanced system which contains four processors per processor set and aprocessor failure rate �P = 1=1000 per hour. The failure rates of the remaining components aredecreased by a factor of ten. In this system, although the processors are more likely to fail, theyare less likely to cause system failure due to the redundancy. The Markov chain contained severalhundred thousand states, and about 4200 non-failed states. The mean time to failure was 3:2� 107hours. The original method required 182,561 iterations and 12,370 seconds, while the single statemethod converged in 6 iterations in 138.05 seconds (including loading). All times are measured ona SUN SPARC 1000 workstation using the SPNP package and near-optimal SOR as the iterativesolution method.For all the examples considered so far, we have shown that the single state method performsmuch better than the original method. Indeed, we notice that while the performance of the originalmethod tends to degrade with decreasing failure rates, the performance of the single state methodimproves as expected. In most situations where the single state method yields rapid convergence,we do not see any need for using the multiple state method. In some situations, the multiple statemethod yields better results, as will be illustrated in the next subsection.5.2 The Multiple State MethodAs the �rst example of the multiple state method, we reconsider Example 2 above (m processorswith two stage Erlang failure distributions). We repeat the experiments for the system by consecu-tively adding states to the set A based on their steady-state probabilities. The results for the modelare given in Table 5. All execution times shown in the table are in seconds, measured on a SUNSPARC IPX workstation. We used GASE as the iterative solution method, and the SPNP package.For the cases presented, the original method required at least a few million iterations, and henceParameters Single State Method Multiple State MethodCase (1) Case (2) Case (3)m � MTTF Iterations (i; j) Iterations (i; j) Iterations (i; j)(States) (CPU Time) �(A) (CPU Time) �(A) (CPU Time) �(A)0.1 1:25� 105 1,502 (6,0) 54 (3,3) 42 (2,4)6 (0.57) 0.0112 (0.27) 0.2356 (0.28) 0.4039(28) 0.01 9:16� 1010 1,281 (6,0) 47 (3,3) 32 (2,4)(0.55) 0.0152 (0.29) 0.3184 (0.29) 0.54580.1 1:02� 106 6,444 (8,0) 84 (4,4) 70 (3,5)8 (2.77) 0.0024 (0.36) 0.1738 (0.34) 0.3110(45) 0.01 6:61� 1013 4,782 (8,0) 65 (4,4) 55 (3,5)(2.15) 0.0038 (0.34) 0.2664 (0.31) 0.4764Table 5: Convergence properties for computing the MTTF in the machine repairman problem withErlang(2) failure distributions and m components of one type (multiple state method).is not included. For the multiple state method we give only the maximum number of iterationsthat are required by any one of the jAj systems of equations. In this table, case (1) correspondsto the single state method where A = f(m; 0)g. Here state (i; j) represents the system in which icomponents are non-failed and j components are in the second Erlang stage of failure. We note thatthe initial state does not dominate the steady-state behavior. Case (2) includes the state with the16



highest steady-state probability into set A while case (3) includes the two states with the higheststeady-state probabilities into A. We have indicated in the table, the corresponding state that isadded to set A for the two cases. For example, when m = 6 and � = 0:1, set A = f(6; 0); (3; 3)gfor case (2) and A = f(6; 0); (3; 3); (2; 4)g for case (3) respectively. We also give �(A) the sum ofthe steady-state probabilities of all the states included in the set A. Table 5 does show that theiteration count decreases as jAj increases. Also, case (2) shows a marked decrease in the CPU timecompared to case (1), but the CPU times of case (2) and case (3) are comparable.We next consider the closed queueing network model from the earlier subsection and evaluatethe performance of the multiple state method. The results for this model are presented in Table 6.All execution times shown in the table are in seconds, measured on a SUN SPARC IPX workstation.We used GASE as the iterative solution method, and the SPNP package. For the cases presented,Parameters Single State Method Multiple State MethodCase (1) Case (2) Case (3)N � MTTF Iterations (i; j) Iterations (i; j) Iterations (i; j)(States) (CPU Time) �(A) (CPU Time) �(A) (CPU Time) �(A)0.5 1:74� 102 13,232 (0,0) 270 (0,15) 270 (0,16)(29.1) 1:75� 10�8 (1.78) 0.1190 (2.21) 0.238020 0.2 1:05� 107 4,610 (0,0) 281 (0,7) 276 (0,6)(253) (10.6) 0.0054 (1.85) 0.0901 (2.35) 0.17480.1 1:15� 1011 369 (0,0) 153 (0,2) 153 (0,1)(1.44) 0.1008 (1.23) 0.3124 (1.56) 0.52400.5 1:76� 102 13,247 (0,0) 277 (0,35) 277 (0,36)(113) � 0 (6.69) 0.1190 (8.41) 0.238040 0.2 1:17� 106 15,283 (0,0) 694 (0,27) 583 (0,26)(903) (129) 2:5� 10�9 (15.4) 0.0759 (17.8) 0.15180.1 3:22� 1012 16,007 (0,0) 667 (0,12) 621 (0,11)(143) 0.0017 (13.7) 0.0577 (18.2) 0.1137Table 6: Convergence properties for computing the MTTF in the closed queueing network modelof a computer system.the original method requires at least a few million iterations, and hence is not included. In thistable, for the multiple state method we give only the maximum number of iterations required byany one of the jAj systems of equations. In this table, case (1) corresponds to the single statemethod. Even for this model, the initial state does not dominate the steady-state behavior. Forall the cases considered, the system starts out in the state (0; 0). Hence A = f(0; 0)g for case(1). For this model, state (i; j) represents the system in which i jobs are at the CPU, and j jobsare at the disks. Case (2) includes the state with the highest steady-state probability into set A,while case (3) includes the two states with the highest steady-state probabilities. We indicate thecorresponding state that is added to set A for each of the cases. For example, when N = 20 and� = 0:5, A = f(0; 0); (0; 15)g for case (2) and A = f(0; 0); (0; 15); (0; 16)g for case (3) respectively.We also list �(A) the sum of the steady-state probabilities of all the states included in the setA. For a �xed population N , the performance of the single state method degrades as � increases.The reason for this degradation is that the initial state (0; 0) becomes rare (under the steady statedistribution) as � increases. The convergence improves dramatically by adding a single (probable)state to A. However, when two states are added to A, the CPU time increases somewhat.17



The �nal example we consider is one for which performance of the single state method degradesseriously and use of the multiple state method can result in orders of magnitude improvement overthe single state method. The model is an open tandem network with two multiple server queueingstations with service rate �i at station i, S servers at each station, and arrival rate �. The rare eventof interest is the total number of jobs in the system reaching or exceeding n. A state is denotedby (i; j) where the number of jobs at stations 1 and 2 are i and j respectively. For this model, weset the average utilization = �i = �=(�iS) = 0:5 at each station, and we set n = 50. (The Markovchain of this model contains 1326 states.) Thus the average number of busy servers at each stationis 0:5S. For a �xed �i, as S increases, the steady-state probability of state (0,0) converges to zero.Thus, when the initial state is (0,0), the system moves with high probability to a neighborhoodaround (�1S; �2S) and tends to stay there for a long time. As S and N increase, keeping �i �xed,we expect that the assumptions for Proposition 2 will be violated. Thus we expect performance ofthe single state method, starting in (0,0) to degrade as S increases. The results for the multiplestate method are given in Table 7. All execution times shown in the table are in seconds, measuredon a SUN SPARC 1000 workstation. We used GASE as the iterative solution method, and theSPNP package. Just as in the previous examples, case (1) corresponds to the single state methodParameters Single State Method Multiple State MethodCase (1) Case (2) Case (3)S MTTF Iterations (i; j) Iterations (i; j) Iterations (i; j)(CPU Time) �(A) (CPU Time) �(A) (CPU Time) �(A)1 9:05� 1013 309 (0,0) 293 (1,0) 288 (0,1)(3.53) 0.2499 (3.38) 0.3750 (5.43) 0.50003 2:69� 1013 944 (0,0) 340 (1,1) 299 (2,1)(8.32) 0.0443 (6.29) 0.1440 (7.91) 0.21885 5:87� 1012 5,581 (0,0) 413 (2,2) 334 (3,2)(42.76) 0.0064 (7.45) 0.0691 (8.74) 0.12137 1:15� 1012 35,533 (0,0) 504 (3,3) 387 (4,3)(264.8) 0.0009 (8.79) 0.0464 (9.94) 0.08629 2:14� 1011 234,508 (0,0) 621 (4,4) 463 (5,4)(1739) 0.0001 (10.6) 0.0357 (11.8) 0.0677Table 7: Convergence properties for computing the MTTF in tandem Jackson queue example.with A = f(0; 0)g. For the multiple state method we give only the maximum number of iterationsrequired by any one of the jAj systems of equations. When S = 5, A = f(0; 0); (3; 3)g for case (2)and A = f(0; 0); (3; 3); (4; 3)g for case (3) respectively. We also list �(A) the sum of the steady-stateprobabilities of all the states included in the set A. As expected, for a �xed �i, the performanceof the single state method degrades as S increases. Notice how �f(0; 0)g decreases as S increases.The convergence improves dramatically by adding a single (probable) state to A. However, whentwo states are added to A, the CPU time increases.6 ConclusionsWe have a described a method to signi�cantly speed up the computation of mean time to failurein Markovian models. The method, which is based on Dynkin's formula, arti�cially makes one or18
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